
There Are No Limits!

The recreation of sound has been the passion that has driven Marantz for more
than half a century.  It is this commitment that has motivated us to produce some
of the finest components in the history of consumer electronics.  This desire has
kept us at the forefront of the industry by leading the way with new and exciting
products.  

Whether you’re talking about amplifiers or CD players, Marantz has been the
benchmark. The legendary Model 9 model mono block amplifiers for example
were so incredible that NASA utilized a variation of them in the Apollo space
program (and if you thought the model 9s were wonderful, wait until you see their
replacements – the MA-9S1).  

Our current amplifiers are so well thought out that they are the perfect choices for
any high-end two channel system, home theater system or elaborate whole-house
audio distribution system. 

The model 10b tuner, introduced 1963 is still considered one of the best tuners
ever made, even by today’s standards. Today’s ST-17 takes a page from the 10b’s
book, and it’s even better looking too!  

In the early 80’s, Marantz was the first company in the world to announce a CD
player, the CD-63 top loader.  A few years later, we followed that introduction up
with the world’s first two piece CD player – the CD-12, arguably the best CD player
ever produced.  Continuing with our desire to lead, Marantz was one of the first
companies to introduce SACD technology.  The rave reviewed SA-1 paved the way
for our current SA8260 multi-channel SACD player, the SA-14v.2, as well as our
audiophile “on a budget” players such as the CC4300 5 disc CD changer and the
CD5400 single disc CD player.

For 2004, Marantz continues to advance into the world of distributed audio with
the DH9300 Hard Disc Music Server and the ZS5300 Multi-zone Control Amplifier.
Each and every one of these products adheres to our design philosophy over the
past 50+ years…the reproduction of music, exactly as the artist had intended.  

RC5400 UNIVERSAL LEARNING

REMOTE CONTROL

• Back-lit LCD Touch-screen Display
Wakes up Automatically at the Touch
of a Button

• High Res. (320 x 240) LCD Display

• User Interface is Supplied with Built-
in Templates That can be Easily
Customized Using Edit Software or
by Downloading Designs from the
Internet

• Supplied with Serial Cable, Battery
Pack and Docking Station

• Pre-programmed for all Marantz
Codes. Codes for Virtually all Other
Hi-Fi and AV Products are Easily
Entered

• “Hard” Buttons for Main Functions

• Controls Unlimited Number of
Devices

• Personalized Macros, That Allow
Command Sequences to be
Activated by the Touch of a  Single
Button.

• Easily Create and Edit Macros

• Operation via RF (When used with
the Optional RX-77).  This Allows for
Operation of Components that are in
a Different Room or not in Line-of-
Sight

• Flash Memory Preserves
Configuration Even Without Batteries

• 8 Mb Memory

RC3200 PROGRAMMABLE

TOUCHSCREEN LEARNING

REMOTE CONTROL

• Monochrome Touch Screen LCD

• 160 x 100 Pixel Resolution

• 4 Gray Scale Levels

• Digital Contrast Control

• Blue EL Backlighting for LCD and
Hard Buttons

• Pre-Programmed Marantz IR Codes

• 3-Wire (RS-232C) Serial Port
Connector

• IR Sending LED and Learning Eye

• Learning Frequency up to 56 kHz
and 455 kHz

• 1 MB Non-volatile Flash Memory
Macro, Beep and Timer Function

• Two-way Communication
Capability with Marantz
SR9300V/SR9300/SR9200/SR8300/
SR8200 Home Theater Receivers

• Easy-to-Read LCD Display with
Adjustable Contrast

• Illumination Feature for LCD and
Buttons

• Simplified Programming, Naming
& Control Functions

• Separate Channel Up/Down Keys
Located for Easy, Comfortable
Access

• Large Memory Capacity

• Non-volatile Memory Assures
Programmed Commands will not
be Erased from Memory

• Macro Capability

• Re-naming Feature to Customize
the LCD Labels

• Built-in Commands for Marantz
A/V Components and Other
Major Manufacturers Products

RC1400 UNIVERSAL

LEARNING REMOTE

CONTROL

Designed for easy-to-use, intuitive control, Marantz offers a complete line of programmable system remotes.
Want to control an entire entertainment system at the touch of a button? With a Marantz programmable remote,
it’s no problem. From the brand new RC1400 (Son of the world famous RC2000mkii “Remote of the Gods”),
to the color touch panel display of the highly renowned RC9200, all of our remotes feature one button “macro”
operation. Each remote is also pre-programmed to operate an entire Marantz audio video system right out of
the box. If that isn’t enough, each remote provides powerful learning and program capabilities to meet and
exceed your systems requirements. Our touch screen remotes provide many enhanced features. The RC9200
includes a large, full-color display (the RC5400 and RC3200 include a B & W display), with an adjustable
contrast dial for personal preference. All of our remotes can be turned on with the manual backlighting button.
The RC9200 displays 256 breathtaking, high-resolution colors and has 8 MB of non-volatile, flash memory
(RC5400 is B&W). The RC3200 features a blue EL backlighting for the LCD, intuitive hard buttons and displays
a resolution of 160 x 100 pixels. The hard buttons are intuitively placed to provide instant access to the most used functions as well as instant
navigation between screens. Each touch screen panel is treated with an excellent anti-glare coating for significantly reduced reflection and optimized
readability under different viewing angles. Want more control? With Windows compatible software from Marantz and your PC, you can incorporate
custom animation, channel icons, custom graphics and even your own photos into the remote.

Control Your World !

The family of Marantz remote controls are versatile and expandable. Look for new
and innovative downloads @ www.marantz.com

RX-77 RF Extender

• Operation via RF. This Allows for Control of Components
that are in a Different Room or not in Line-of-sight

• Supplied with RF to IR Blaster

• Included with the RC9200

• Optional with the RC5400

RC9200 COLOR LEARNING

UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL

WITH RX-77 RF EXTENDER

RC9200/RC5400/RC3200/RC1400

• Pre-Programmed with Marantz
Codes

• High Resolution (320 x 240) Pixels
LCD Display

• Color Touch Panel

• 8 Mb Memory

• Editable Macros (255 Commands
per Macro)

• Limitless Number of Devices,
Macros, Panels and Button

• Adjustable Brightness

• Large Touch Screen

• Setup Protection

• IR/RF Transmission Capability

• Adjustable Timer for Sleep Mode

• 14 Programmable Direct-Access
Buttons

• Backlighting for LCD and Direct
Access Buttons

• Independent, Adjustable Back
Light Timer for Hard Buttons and
Screen

• IR Sending and Learning Eyes

• Mode, Macro and Device Icons
Can Be Activated/ Deactivated

• 3-Wire (RS232) Serial Port
Connector

• Includes Docking Station and
Rechargeable Batteries

• Includes RX-77 RF Extender

• Learns Codes Via Computer or
Directly Into RC9200 Through IR
Receiving Port21 1522


